INTRODUCTION

40
Metabolomics aims to survey the global state of the small molecule profile in cells, tissues, and 
57
Despite considerable progress in the development of software programs, identification of 58 metabolites from untargeted studies remains a daunting task. One major limitation is that spectral 59 libraries must be generated with synthetic standards. For instance, the NIST14 MS/MS database 60 contains ~14,000 empirical MS/MS spectra, making it a precious but costly resource. 
83
Theoretical evaluation of mass accuracy and isotope labeling on formula identification
84
We aim to unambiguously determine the chemical formula of a precursor ion and then search its
85
MS/MS spectra against the metabolome database to identify candidate structures. To simulate 86 this process, we searched the known masses of all unique formulas in the human metabolome 
112
Once the metabolite formulas are identified, JUMPm finds any associated MS/MS spectra
113
and searches them against a user-specified structure database (e.g. YMDB, HMDB, or 
127
suggesting that the ideal database should be biologically relevant and contain expected 128 compounds but be limited in size.
130
False discovery evaluation with a metabolite target-decoy strategy
131
We implemented a target-decoy strategy to assess the degree of confidence in JUMPm 
141
The main challenge in applying this concept to metabolomics is to create decoys that 142 adequately mimic targets yet are not valid hits, similar to reversed or randomized protein 7 sequences in proteomics 25, 26 . In chemical compounds, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen follow the 144 octet rule of chemistry, such that each atom has eight electrons in its valence shell (Figure 3a , 145 3b). There are rare exceptions to the rule 27,28 (e.g., radicals or expanded octets), but we found 146 that all of the HMDB entries follow the octet rule after accounting for these rare exceptions
147
(Supplementary Table 2 ). To create decoy metabolites, we strategically violated the octet rule
148
by adding one hydrogen atom to each formula in the database without changing the charge state
149
of the entry (Figure 3c ). These decoys mimic the mass distribution of targets, but can only be 150 assigned due to by-chance matches. To test this strategy, we generated a negative control (null)
151
dataset by shifting the 12 C ion masses (+ 4.5 Da) of a raw file, creating essentially random masses.
152
When searched against the composite target-decoy database, the target and decoy matches had
153
an almost equal number (99%), indicating that all of the target hits from the null dataset are due 
155
In contrast, when we searched the authentic dataset (non-random input) ( Fig. 13a,b) . We then assessed the labeling efficiency by analyzing each for a well-known compound, phenylalanine ( Supplementary Fig. 15a-d) . This structure 9 annotation was validated by searching against the NIST14 MS/MS standard library, returning a 195 probability score of 98.7% (R.Match: 997/1000) for phenylalanine.
196
We also investigated the impact of adducts on formula determination by JUMPm. Adducts Fig. 16a,b) . We implemented a function in JUMPm to consider the mass
202
shift of user-defined adducts and identified 8 formic acid adducts from one raw file
203
(Supplementary Table 5 ). Fig. 17a-c) . Then we tried searching our 233 structures (n=892) from the global yeast dataset ( Fig. 17d ). About 22% of the NIST14 searches from our unlabeled yeast spectra 237 gave the same formula as determined by JUMPm (Supplementary Fig. 17e ). When we tried 238 searching spectra from labeled parents against NIST14 (Table 4) , none of the reported formulas 239 matched the JUMPm formula. When JUMPm and NIST14 agreed on the formula for a given 240 spectrum, these spectra had a statistically significant (p=0.0007) but small increase in their 241 average score, similar to the difference observed between the true and false spectra of the 242 standard compounds (Supplementary Fig. 17c ). Therefore, spectral libraries (e.g., NIST14
243
MS/MS) can identify true hits, but are prone to high rates of false discovery ( Supplementary Fig.   244 17f Fig. 5b,c) 
439
Exact structures are from the known standards correctly identified by JUMPm, while regioisomers
440
are JUMPm reported structures that are highly related to the known structure but differ slightly
441
(e.g., glucose 1-phosphate vs. glucose 6-phosphate).
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